
ACTIVITY 7 – MARKING GUIDELINE: 

 

1. Indian-Australian Plate/Indo-Australian Plate  
 
2. Pangaea  
 
3. Alfred Wegener  
 
4. In convergent plate boundaries, plates are moving towards each other.  

Folded mountain ranges usually form along convergent plate boundaries.    
 
5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. All the continents appear to fit neatly together like a jigsaw puzzle.  

The discovery of fossils in both Africa and South America proved that these two 
continents had once been joined.  
Positions of old Mountain ranges on the map of Pangaea are all lined up.  
Geologist found that the mountains were formed of rocks of the same type, age 
and structure.  
When continents started to move apart, the Atlantic Ocean appeared and has 
been getting wider ever since.  

 
ACTIVITY 8 – MARKING GUIDELINE: 
 
1. Situated in the East of Africa in the following countries:  Ethopia, Tanzania,  
 Kenia, Rwanda and Uganda. 
 
2. Somali plate and Nubian plate  
 
3. Destructive plate boundary 
 
4. Heat in the mantle rise and cause convection currents; 

Constant supply of heat to the crust; 
Plates move in the direction of the convection current. 

 
5. Rocks of the same age and formation were discovered on different continents; 

Continents fit like one big puzzle; 
Fossils of similar plant and animal species were found across the world; 
Coal that is found in Africa, America and India is also found underneath the ice 
caps in Antarctica; 
Folded mountains that is an evidence of plate movement can be found in 
different places over the world. 
Mid-ocean rocks relatively young and get older as you move towards the 
continents. This indicates sea floor spreading. 

 
6. Mid oceanic ridge 

 
 



ACTIVITY 9 – MARKING GUIDELINE: 
 
1. A: Anticline 

B: Syncline 
 
2. Sedimentary rocks:  They are formed of strata. 
 
3. Limb 
 
4. When two plates converge the compression cause strata to become tilted or  
 inclined and folds are visible. 
 
5. D: Open fold/ Symmetrical fold 

E: Asymmetrical fold 
F: Overthrust fold 

 
6. E: Formed under uneven pressure therefore one limb is steeper than the  
  other limb. 

F: Very strong pressure cause rocks to lie on top of other rocks when it folds. 
 
7. Landmasses on different plates converge.  Sedimentary rocks are compressed 

and rise; 
Newly formed mountains join two plates together; 
Mountain’s base consists of granite which form when magma intrude in the crust 
during compression; 
Heat and pressure alter the rock. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


